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Avis Budget Shifts to Linux to Cut Software 
Costs in Half

 

• By 
• Steven Norton

Avis Budget Group Inc. says market pressure in a more data-intensive era is forcing it 
to find more cost-efficient computing tools. In an effort to lower software costs and 

become more agile, the company will run open-source Linux software over its IBM mainframe, 
which it says is a less expensive and more manageable alternative to the IBM z/OS operating 
system it has been using.

The car rental and sharing firm’s actions demonstrate a fundamental shift in the business technology
landscape as CIOs look to new systems, often open source, capable of meeting increasing data 
demands, and at a lower cost. Legacy vendors like IBM Corp. are under pressure to refocus efforts 
from core hardware offerings to software and services in time to meet this demand.

For Avis, the shift is motivated in part by the pressures of operating on the Web. For example, it 
costs Avis money every time a third-party website like Expedia requests pricing information, known
as a “rate shop.” CIO Gerard Insall said he expects traffic from these rate shops to grow 40% to 
50% on average each year. Using the z/OS operating system, more traffic translates to more money 
spent on processing costs and software licensing. “I can pay more in processing costs than I would 
get from an actual reservation, so I needed to change that mix and model,” he said.

Avis is shifting to an integrated facility for Linux (IFL), essentially a processor that runs Linux 
workloads on an IBM mainframe. It’s “a much lower-cost operating system to run on,” Mr. Insall 
said, adding it could “potentially cut our software costs in half.” He projected operating cost 
reductions to the tune of $8 million a year. The speed of the IFL on IBM’s servers lets Avis host 
more virtual servers per processor than other platforms, and increases processing capacity. Besides 
dramatically lowering software costs, it also reduces operational expenses, energy and floor space.

Deon Newman, VP of IBM’s System z mainframe line, said the IFLs allow customers to 
consolidate about 25 servers to a single core. He added that 40% of IBM’s mainframe customers 
run an IFL on their systems.

Since the open source software can run both on and off the mainframe, Linux also buys Avis 
flexibility to explore new platforms when the timing is right. For now, the firm is taking it slow. 
Given the mission-critical nature of the business applications on the mainframe, sticking with it 
helps Mr. Insall manage performance risk, avoid network latency and easily add capacity. “We’re 
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not doing this in one big swoop,” he said. “It’s too risky to just flip a switch.”

The move by Avis highlights a common challenge facing CIOs: finding the most cost-efficient 
computing tools to cope with the growing amount of data moving through their companies. Many 
large enterprises are embracing open-source platforms like Linux and shifting from legacy systems 
to lower costs and boost agility. The shift requires more than swapping one type of software for 
another. The “heart” of Avis’ IT modernization plan also involves converting legacy language base 
– originally Assembler and COBOL – to C. The company also is decoupling some system 
components to make them more manageable.

IBM in October abandoned a long-time earnings target and has faced 10 quarters of flat or declining
sales. CEO Virginia Rometty says the company’s focus on software and services remains the right 
one. “We continue to evolve services, the same way we continue to evolve what our clients want in 
software,” IBM’s CFO Martin Schroeter told the Journal in an interview last month.

For IBM, the move is an example of the company realistically understanding what needs to be done 
to keep its core mainframe customer base as it moves to a Linux platform, said Daniel Ives, an 
analyst with FBR Capital Markets. “The switch to Linux is both a challenge and a potential 
opportunity for IBM, although the jury is still out on how successful this transition will be for their 
top-line,” he said.

IBM’s Mr. Newman said 80% of the company’s top 100 mainframe clients have brought Linux in 
some capacity. Of the roughly 370 new mainframe footprints added over the past few years, about 
half of them were Linux-only machines, he said. “We’re opening up the mainframe significantly,” 
he said, noting additions of OpenStack and Hadoop enablement.
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